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STOCHASTIC EQUILIBRIUM OSCILLATIONS*



BY JESS BENHABIB AND KAZUO NISHIMURA'



We consider a stochastic equilibrium model with an infinitely-lived repre-



sentative agent and a neoclassical two-sector economy. We show that for a large



class of technologies characterized by factor-intensity conditions, the distri-



butions of the capital stock, investment, consumption and employment will



oscillate. Furthermore, employment and investment will be positively correlated



and move procyclically. A stronger concept of stochastic oscillations, that of



cyclic sets, is also discussed. It is shown that if a deterministic model has stable



period-two cycles, introducing a small stochastic shock will generate cyclic sets.



1. INTRODUCTION



Since the seminal works of Lucas (1972, 1975), there has been an increasing



interest in models of competitive economies that can explain or give some insight



into business cycles. In the context of overlapping generations models, conditions



for the existence of equilibrium cycles have been given by Grandmont (1985) and



also by Benhabib and Day (1982). The relation between models of sunspot equi-



libria developed by Cass and Shell (1983) and equilibrium cycles in overlapping



generation models has been studied by Azariadis and Guesnerie (1983). At the



same time, recent empirical works (see Blatt 1980; Neftci 1984; McKevin and



Neftci 1986) have stressed the need to develop non-linear models in order to



explain the observed asymmetries between the upswing and the downswing of the



business cycle. In particular, McKevin and Neftci (1986) give evidence of asym-



metries in sectoral outputs that tend to wash out in aggregated time series,



indicating that sectors may be out of phase with each other. The purpose of this



paper is to construct a framework for studying models on endogenous business



cycle theory that is suitable for empirical work and can generate results that



conform to some of the observed regularities of the business cycle.



Recently, Kydland and Prescott (1982) and Long and Plosser (1983) construct-



ed stochastic models with a single infinitely-lived representative agent and, using



simulation methods, generated trajectories for economic variables that closely



resemble the behavior of these variables during a typical business cycle. This



paper also attempts to gain insight into the fluctuations of prices, outputs, em-



ployment and capital stocks that may arise in an equilibrium model of a real
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neoclassical economy with a stochastic production technology. Our approach is



to consider a two-sector neoclassical model with an investment and a consump-



tion good and, as in growth theory, assume that an infinitely-lived representative



household maximizes an additively separable utility function of consumption and



leisure, subject to the technological constraints. We assume that the output of the



investment good is subject to a stochastic shock. It is well known that the



solution of this model can be given a decentralized market interpretation. Our



results give conditions for a general neoclassical production technology, ex-



pressed as relative capital-intensity differences between sectors, that lead to fluc-



tuations in the distributions of the outputs, stocks, prices and employment, so



that a single shock generates an oscillatory time path for these variables. Fur-



thermore, under capital-intensity assumptions we will show that, if capital and



labor are economy-wide complements (as defined later), employment and the



level of investment will be positively correlated (see Theorem 3).



The subject of oscillations and cycles in a stochastic model requires some



elaboration. A direct generalization of periodic cycles from a deterministic model



to a stochastic context is that of cyclic sets. In Section 4 we give conditions under



which a deterministic model that gives rise to periodic cycles will generate cyclic



sets when a stochastic disturbance is introduced into the model. As is well known,



however, even if the deterministic part of a stochastic model (which can be



obtained by making the exogenous random shocks degenerate) gives rise to



attracting periodic cycles (as in Benhabib and Nishimura 1985) or to other more



complicated attracting sets, the stochastic model can have a unique stationary



invariant distribution (rather than cyclic sets) if the random shocks are "large"



and provide sufficient "mixing."2 Nevertheless, even if the distributions of the



variables of the stochastic model (like employment, output, prices or capital)



asymptotically converge to stationary invariant distributions, these distributions,



conditional upon realizations in a previous period, can oscillate through time.



From the macroeconomic point of view, it seems that characterizing conditions



for oscillations or monotonicity in the parameters of the conditional distributions



is more relevant for explaining economic data. In any case, oscillations in the



conditional distributions include the possibility of cyclic sets as well.



In Section 3 and in Theorems 1 and 2, we will characterize neoclassical tech-



nologies (in terms of factor-intensity differences) that give rise to oscillations



through time and study the covariances among variables of the model. While in



Theorem 1 we restrict shocks to be i.i.d., in Theorem 2 we allow the shocks to



follow a first order Markov process.



In the next section, we give a heuristic diagrammatic exposition of the fluctu-



ations that occur in a very simplified deterministic version of our model with an



inelastic labor supply and full capital depreciations. In Section 3, we present our



general model and derive our results in Theorems 1, 2, and 3. In Section 4, we



give some results on cyclic sets.



2 This points out, as is well known, that convergence to a stationary invariant distribution in a



stochastic model is not a generalization of a unique attracting steady state in a deterministic model.
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2. A DIAGRAMMATIC EXPOSITION



The basic reason for the oscillation of the economic variables in our model is



that the accumulation of capital goods can change the tradeoffs in the production



of different goods. If the accumulation of a capital good changes the slope of the



production possibility frontier in favor of other goods, that capital good may



then be decumulated.3 In a deterministic context, the persistence of periodic



cycles also requires some discounting to allow relative prices to cycle without



generating unexploited intertemporal arbitrage possibilities.4'5 In fact, it can be



shown that the amplitude of the periodic cycles depends on the discount rate (see



Benhabib and Nishimura 1985). In this paper we will derive sufficient conditions



for the existence of stochastic oscillations rather than of periodic cycles.



It will be useful to give a heuristic exposition of how oscillations can arise in a



two-sector model and contrast this to the monotonic behavior of economic vari-



ables in a one-sector model. Consider a representative individual maximizing



ya = U(c,)/3' where 0 < /B < 1 and U(ct) is the utility of consumption. Suppose



accumulation is governed by k,+ =f(k) + (1 - g)k, - c, with ko given. Here



f (kt) is per capita output, k, is the capital-labor ratio at t and g is the depreciation



rate. For simplicity of exposition, in this section we assume that the labor force is



stationary and that there is full depreciation (g = 1). In a dynamic programming



framework the problem becomes V(ko) = Max U(c) + fJV(kl) where k, =f(ko)



- c is the budget constraint and V(ko) is the value function. If U(-) and f( ) are



concave, so is V( ). Note that we can treat U(c) + f3V(kl) as a separable and



concave utility function in c and kl. Separability implies that the two "goods" k,



and c are normal, so that an increase in ko leads to choices of higher k1 and c. In



Figure 1 suppose that the optimal choice of k, is greater than ko. Then k2 must



be greater than kl, which implies the monotonicity of the capital stock (at least



on an interior path).



Now consider a two-sector model where the per capita output of the consump-



tion good c is related to the per capita output of the investment good y and the



capital-labor ratio k by the function c = T(y, k). Again for simplicity of expo-



sition we assume that the labor force is fixed and we suppress the argument for



labor in the function T(y, k). For fixed k this function represents the production



possibility frontier. In Figure 2 assume that yo, which equals k, because depre-



3 The existence of cycles or oscillations does not depend on there being discrete time. For robust



examples in continuous time and a neoclassical technology, see Benhabib and Nishimura (1979). We



should point out that cycles arise in our continuous time model for essentially the same technological



reasons as they do in discrete time, although in continuous time we need at least two capital goods.



With two capital goods, however, characterizing conditions for cycles in terms of factor intensities



becomes difficult.



4 Early examples of discrete-time cycles in the context of optimal growth have been given by



Sutherland (1970), by M. Weitzman as reported in Samuelson (1973), and by D. Starrett as reported



in Peleg and Ryder (1974) and further discussed in Coles (1986). For an explicit discussion of some of



these examples in relation to cycles discussed below, see Benhabib and Nishimura (1985), Section 3.



5 Alternatively, cycles can be consistent with arbitrage if there are borrowing constraints or incom-



plete markets. See Woodford (1985).
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ciation is full, is greater than ko. If ko < k, the production surface will shift out,



but not in a parallel fashion as in the one-sector case. If the consumption good is



capital-intensive, the shift will favor the output of the consumption good, as



shown in Figure 2.6 Then the choice of k2 may be less than k1, implying oscil-



lations in the capital stock. If k2 = ko, a period-two cycle will obtain. We empha-



sized that this exposition is only suggestive, since the value function is not inde-



pendent of the technology. Rigorous proofs of the suggested results in the deter-



ministic framework were first given by Dechert and Nishimura (1983) for the



monotonic case and subsequently by Benhabib and Nishimura (1985) for the



oscillatory case. We should also point out that in a multi-sector model the



production of goods other than the consumption good may increase with an



increase in the stock of a capital good, while the production of that particular



capital good may decline. Thus the consumption good need not necessarily be



intensive in a capital good for oscillations to occur in a model of a multi-sector



economy. In the next section we explore precise conditions under which such



oscillations will occur in a more complex stochastic model where the labor



supply is endogenous and we study the covariances that arise among the oscil-



lating variables.



6 Some tentative empirical evidence that we are aware of suggests that the capital-goods sector,



taken as a whole, is more labor-intensive (and less capital-intensive) than the consumption goods



sector. See R. A. Gordon (1961), p. 948.
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3. STOCHASTIC OSCILLATIONS



Consider a stochastic neoclassical two-sector growth model, which, as is well



known, can also be interpreted as a decentralized model of intertemporal equilib-



rium with a representative consumer and profit-maximizing firm operating under



perfect competition (see, for example, Becker 1980). We assume that the con-



sumption good c and the investment good y are produced under constant returns



to scale with neoclassical, concave production functions c = c(kc, Ic) and y =



y(k,,, I,), which are twice differentiable and are increasing in their arguments.



Efficient production can be described by maximizing c(kc, Ic) subject to y(ky,



ly) ? y; ky + kc < k; ly + lc < 1; ky, kc, ly lc ? 0. The solution to this problem can



be represented as a function c = T(y, k, 1). The function T can be shown to be



homogeneous of degree one and twice differentiable for c, y, k, 1 > 0. For later use



we define 7(k, 1) for all k, 1 > 0 to be the value of y that satisfies T(y, k, 1) = 0.



Thus j=(k, 1) is the maximum amount of the investment good that can be produced



with inputs (k, 1).



The representative consumer solves the following intertemporal problemr:'



00



(P) Max E E (Ct + R(l - 0)#t



(Yt.ltl t = 0



7 This problem is a generalization of the Brock-Mirman (1972) stochastic growth model to a



two-sector model with an endogenous labor supply. (See also Mirman and Zilcha 1975, 1976.) For



the deterministic problem, see McKenzie (1976), Brock and Scheinkman (1976) or Cass and Shell



(1976).
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subject to kt+1 = (yt + bkt)zt, ct = T(yt, kt, It) ? 0, It E [0, T] and ko given. R is a



strictly concave function expressing the utility of leisure, and T is the maximum



work possible per period. fl is the discount factor such that 0 < fl < 1. Zt is an



i.i.d. random variable taking values on (z, f) with E(zt) = 1 for all t, and 5 is one



minus the depreciation rate. Thus the capital stock kt+1 is a random variable



equal to the output of the investment good plus the capital carried over from t,



but subjected to a shock zt- We assume that there exists a k such that for y



satisfying T(y, k, 1) = 0, (y + bk)f < k if k > k and (y + 6k)z > k if k < k. Thus



any k greater than k is not sustainable. For simplicity we also assume that R



satisfies Inada-type conditions, so that the optimal choice of 1 is interior; that is,



0 < 1 < 1. In addition, we assume that ko < k.



The consumer's problem can then be written as a dynamic programming prob-



lem as follows:



(P*) W(ko) = Max [T(yo, ko, lo) + R(l- lo) + /EW((yo + 5ko)zo)]



{lo,yo}



where 0 < 1 < T and 0 < yo < j7(ko, lo). Our purpose is to derive sufficient con-



ditions, in terms of the relative capital intensities of the two sectors, under which



the optimal path for outputs, stocks and employment takes the form of persistent



stochastic oscillations. Note that the solution (lo, yo) to (P*) depends on ko. Since



the value function W is concave if T and R are concave, and since we will assume



that R is strictly concave in (1 - lo), it follows that the optimizing values of 1 and



yo are unique.8 Thus we can express these optimal values as continuous functions



l(ko) and y(ko). For later use we define y(k) as jo(k, 1(k)) = y(k). Note that if



y = y(k), the output of c becomes zero. For a given (k, 1), T describes the pro-



duction possibility frontier between c and y. T1 = aT(y, k, 1)/8y is the slope of this



frontier and can be interpreted as the negative of the relative price of the invest-



ment good in terms of the consumption good. We define T1 = -p. Similarly,



T2= OT(y, k, 1)78k is the marginal product of capital and T3 = 8T(y, k, 1)/01 is the



marginal product of labor in terms of the consumption good. We define T2- r



and T3 w. Under constant returns to scale, we can express output prices as



functions of relative input prices alone. We can obtain p = p(w, r) where (1,



p) = (w, r)A and A is the cost-minimizing input coefficient matrix for the factor



prices w and r. We define a11, a21 and a12, a22 as the labor and capital require-



ments for the consumption and investment good respectively. From Shephard's



Lemma we have (0, dp) = (dw, dr)A. Eliminating dw we obtain b _ dp/dr _ a12



(a221al2- a21/al 1). The sign of b depends on whether the investment good or the



consumption good is more capital intensive. It is easily shown that the value of b



is independent of the definitions of the units of goods. Note that since input



coefficients are functions of w and r, where r = T2 (y, k, 1), b is a function of (y, k,



8 It can be shown that strictly diminishing marginal products with constant-returns-to-scale pro-



duction functions imply that T(y, k, 1) is jointly strictly concave in (k, 1) and that it is strictly concave



in y alone if production functions for c and y are not identical. Identical production functions are



ruled out by assumption (A2) below.
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1). Furthermore, along an optimal path y = y(k) and 1 = 1(k), so that b is a func-



tion of k alone. We write it as b = b(k). Also, since E(z) = 1, E(k1 I ko) = y(ko)



+ 3ko, where y(ko) is the optimal choice for the output of investment. We



assume the following:



(A1) There exists an interval (k, k) of the capital stock such that 0 < y(k) 



yf(k) for all k E (k, k)



(A2) -' - 1 < b(k) < 0 for kE(k, k).



(Al) requires the existence of an interval of the capital stock such that the



optimal choice of investment output does not lead to specialization in either the



consumption or the investment good. (A2) is a relative capital intensity condition



requiring that the consumption good be more capital intensive than the invest-



ment good (b < 0) but not too strongly so (b > --1). With full depreciation,



3 = 0 so that (A2) simply requires that the consumption good be capital inten-



sive, that is, b < 0. For later use we also state the contrary of assumption (A2):



(A2)' b(k) 6 [_-6, 0] for all k E (k, k).



The theorem below shows how the changes in the capital stock from one



period to the other are inversely related to the changes in the expected values of



the capital stock in the subsequent periods.



THEOREM 1. Let (Al), (A2) hold and let ko E (k, k). If the realization of k1 is



higher (lower) than ko, then the expected value of k2 given k, is lower (higher) than



the expected value of k, given ko : (k, - ko)(E(k2 I kl) - E(k1 I ko)) < Ofor k, ? ko.



PROOF. See Appendix.



REMARK 1. It is important to note that the above theorem holds irrespective



of whether ko is less or greater than E(k, I ko). On the other hand, an increase in



the capital stock (k, > ko) does not imply that the capital stock will be expected



to decrease (E(k2 I kl) < kl) in the subsequent period unless we also have E(k1 I



ko) < kl. In Theorem 2 below we will give a different and more definite statement



about expected oscillations from the perspective of time zero. The results of



Theorems 1, 2 and 3 are independent of whether the distribution of k converges



to a stationary distribution or not.9



The results of Theorem 1 are given in terms of the realization of k1 relative to



ko. It is of interest, however, to derive comparisons of the expected values of k,



and k2 conditional only on the current capital stock ko. For example, an oscil-



9 With some additional technical assumptions, convergence to a unique stationary distribution will



occur if there is a neighborhood of some k from which any other neighborhood in the domain can be



reached in a uniformly fixed, finite number of steps. This can be assured if the lower bound of z, z, is



zero. A technical proof is beyond the scope of this paper. (See Futia 1982, Section 3.2.) For the case



where convergence to a unique stationary distribution fails and cyclic sets develop, see Section 4. See



also Jeanjean (1974) and Dana (1974).
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lation may be said to exist when E(k2 I ko) - E(k1 I ko) has a sign opposite to



E(k1 I ko) - ko. This would imply that from the perspective of time zero, if the



capital stock is expected to decline (increase) in the next period, then it must be



expected to increase (decline) in the subsequent period.'0 However, given the



value of ko, the value of k2 is given by k2 = (y(kl) + bkl)zl = {y[(y(ko) + 6ko)zo]



+ 6(y(ko) + 6kO)zO}z1. This expression is non-linear in zo since zo enters the



function y(k). Because y(k) is not necessarily a concave or convex function, it is



not possible to determine the sign of E(k2 I ko) - E(k, I ko) relative to the sign of



E(k1 I ko) - ko. Nevertheless, in Theorem 2 below we show that the probability of



a realization of k, that gives rise to an oscillation in the distribution of the capital



stock is high.



While Theorem 2 below will easily work when the shock Zt is identically and



independently distributed, we will consider a more general first-order Markov



process where zt+ 1 = Az < i 


1, Et E [e, e] for all t and E > 0. This specification introduces elements of persist-



ence into the shocks that affect technology and output. Note that zt and therefore



kt can, under this specification, become unbounded. With unbounded capital



stocks, to assure the existence of a solution to the problem (P*), the discount



factor must be sufficiently small to prevent expected utility sums from becoming



unbounded along feasible trajectories. A possibly more satisfactory alternative,



which would require only notational modifications in the proofs, is to assume



that )i depends on z and that A(z)- z- E is bounded above. Then zt, the capital



stock kt and the expected utility sums will remain bounded even if A(z) is allowed



to exceed unity over some closed intervals of z, and even if the mean of gt is



allowed to be large.



We make the following symmetry assumption on et, mainly for simplicity of



exposition. Let n(et) be the distribution function of et, with the condition:



(S) i(1)= 1/2.



In other words, half the distribution of Et is above and the other half is below the



mean. This assumption also neutralizes the role of the exogenous shocks in



independently generating or counteracting asymmetries and oscillations. There-



fore, if the dynamical system exhibits any oscillatory or asymmetrical properties,



they must be generated by the endogenous propagation mechanism of the model.



Broadly speaking, Theorem 2 below states that whenever the capital stock is



expected to increase (decrease) from this period to the next, the odds are better



than even that the capital stock will be expected to decrease (increase) from the



next to the subsequent period. More formally, under (Al), (A2) and (S), Theorem



2 states the following: Suppose that the expected value of k1 given ko is greater



(less) than ko. Then the probability of a realization of k1 such that the expected



value of k2 given k1 is less (greater) than k1 is larger than 1/2.



10 A very much related alternative approach would be to try to express oscillations in distributions



by ordering the distributions according to the criteria of stochastic dominance.
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THEOREM 2. Let assumptions (Al), (A2) and condition (S) hold and let ko E(



(i) if E(k, I ko) > ko, Pr (E(k2 I k1) < kl) = 1 -7r(g1) > 1/2,



(ii) if E(k, I ko) < ko, Pr (E(k2 I kl) > kl) = 7r(C) > 1/2,



where eu and e1 are defined in the proof of the theorem.



PROOF. See Appendix.



REMARK 2. If we replace (A2) with (A2)', Theorem 2 will be reversed so that



part (i) will hold if E(k, I ko) < ko and part (ii) will hold if E(k1 I ko) > ko.



We now turn to study how employment, consumption and investment are



correlated with the capital stock. An oscillatory path for the capital stock implies



that the path of investment also oscillates. Using Lemma 1, we can easily show



that an increase in capital implies that the output of the investment good de-



clines. In other words, k, > ko implies y(ko) > y(k1) since from Lemma 1 we have



y(kl) - y(ko) < 3(ko - kl) < 0. We can study how employment changes when



capital increases by considering the relation T3 (y(k), k, 1) = R'(l - 1). We obtain



dl/dk = (T31 dy/dk + T32)/(2-M -T33). However, by Lemma 1 (see Appendix),



k' > k implies y(k') + Ak' < y(k) + (k, or y(k) - y(k') > 6(k' - k). This implies that



-dy/dk 2 (. On the other hand, T31 =-T32 * ap/ar =-bT32 and T32 = aw/ak.



(See the proof of Theorem 1 in the Appendix.) Therefore, T31 dy/dk + T32=[1



- b dy/dk]8w/8k. From our assumption on relative capital intensities we have



b e (--1, 0), which, together with - dy/dk ? 6, implies that (1 - b - dy/dk) < 0.



Therefore, since (- R" - T33) is positive, dl/dk is of the opposite sign of 8w/8k.



Whether employment increases with a rise in capital therefore depends on wheth-



er capital and labor are substitutes or complements at the economy-wide level. If,



as is the case normally, labor and capital are complements, so that aw/ak > 0, a



rise in the capital stock from period t to period t + 1 will lead to a fall in



employment in period t + 1. Although the increase in capital would increase the



marginal product of labor if the output of the labor-intensive investment good



stayed fixed, the output of the investment good in fact declines sufficiently to



cause a net decrease in the marginal product of labor and therefore in the wage



rate, and employment falls. Thus an expansion of the capital stock is followed by



a simultaneous decline of investment, employment and the wage rate. To see



what the wage rate is procyclical and must move together with employment, note



that w --T3 = R'(l - 1) and that dR'/dl = - R" > 0. The output of consumption,



however, is subject to opposing forces and may either increase or decrease. The



rise in capital and the decrease in the output of the investment good favors the



expansion of consumption output. On the other hand, these effects may be offset



by the fall in employment. Consumption output therefore is subject to opposing



forces and thus seems more stable than the output of the investment good. The



same is true of the rental r on capital. It can be shown that while an increase in



the capital stock and the consequent fall in employment both depress the margin-



al product or rental of capital, the shift of production towards the capital-



intensive consumption good tends to increase it. The net effect on r is ambiguous.
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However, we may also note that an expansion of capital is followed by a fall in



the price of the investment good. This can easily be established by noting that p,



the price of the investment good, is the derivative of the value function and that



the concavity of the value function implies (k1 - ko)(p(k1) - p(ko)) < 0.11 In the



following theorem we summarize these results, and we note the positive corre-



lation of investment and employment as well as their procyclical movements, that



is, their contraction following an expansion in capital and their expansion follow-



ing a contraction in capital.



THEOREM 3. Let Ow(y, k, 1)/Ok > Ofor k E (k, k) and let (Al), (A2) hold. Then for



k, = ko, (k, - ko)(l(kj) - 1(ko)) < 0, (k, - ko)(y(k) - y(ko)) < 0, (k, - ko)(w(kj)



- w(ko)) < 0, (k, - k0)(p(k) - p(ko)) < 0.12



4. CYCLIC SETS



An alternative and stronger concept of oscillations in a stochastic context is



that of cyclic sets. The results of the previous sections do not depend on the



asymptotic convergence of the distribution of capital to a unique stationary



distribution. In fact, if the support of the distribution of the random variable is



small, so that the shocks are not sufficiently mixing, we can have cyclic sets, as



defined below.



DEFINITION. Two disjoint intervals [kA, kA] and [kB, kB] are period-two



cyclic sets if for any realization of the random variable zt, kt E [kA, kA] implies



kt+ I = h(kt, Zt) e [B X kB] and kt E [1?B, kB] implies kt+I = h(kt, zt) E [BA, kA].



For our problem we let h(k, z) = g(k)z and g(k) = y(k) + bk. In Figure 3, g(kt)f



denotes the highest and g(kt)g the lowest possible realization of kt,+, for each kt.



It is easily seen by inspection that [kA, kA] and [kB, kB] form period-two cyclic



sets.'3 We will show that if a deterministic economy where z is constant has a



stable period-two cycle, then we can construct a stochastic economy by choosing



an appropriate support [t, z-] for the random variable z and obtain cyclic sets.



Consider the deterministic system obtained by setting z = z^. We have shown in



We thank J. Scheinkman for this observation. This result can also be established by evaluating



aylOk = 2 T(y(k), k, 1(k))/ayak.



12 In a two-sector model, if the capital stock is to fluctuate, an increase in its level will be



accompanied by a fall in the net output of investment, so that capital and net investment are



negatively correlated. In a general multi-sector model, more complicated cycles would arise among



different capital goods, so that while the output of one investment good increases the output of



another countercyclical good may decline.



13 It is seen by inspecting Figure 3 that if the interval (z, ) is lengthened to allow for larger shocks,



the curves g(k,): and g(k,)z move apart and (kAI kA) and (kB, kB) intersect. Then we no longer have



cyclic sets in the sense of a trajectory alternating between two well-defined intervals. Instead, under



some further mild technical assumptions, we can characterize the limiting distribution of k, by a



stationary invariant distribution over [AIA, kB], independently of the initial condition ko. Rigorous



proofs can be obtained using methods described in Futia (1982). See also footnote 8.
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FIGURE 3



Benhabib and Nishimura (1985) that if there exists a discount factor ,B* such that



at the steady state corresponding to ,B*, b(1*) E (-(1 + fl-', -/3(1 + M*W3


where b is defined as in Section 3 above,14 then the economy will have a period-



two cycle (k, k) so that k = g(g(k)z)z and g(k)z = k. Also, readers can find the



stability arguments of period-two cycles in Corollary 1 of Benhabib and Nishi-



mura (1985). We shall assume the differentiability of g(k) (in turn of y(k)) in



proving the following theorem:



14 Compare with assumption (A2) above.
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THEOREM 4. Suppose that the deterministic problem obtained by setting z - in



the stochastic problem (P) has a stable cycle of period two."5 Then there is a



neighborhood N of (z, z) such that the stochastic problem with a random variable z



with any support (z, - E N has period-two cyclic sets.



PROOF. See Appendix.



5. CONCLUSION



Stochastic models are better suited than deterministic models to study the



empirical regularities and stylized facts of the business cycle. However, while



cyclic sets can be viewed as generalizing cycles in deterministic systems to cycles



in stochastic systems, they may be too strong and too regular to characterize and



study business cycles. At the same time, characterizations of economic variables



in terms of their convergence to stationary invariant distributions cannot capture



their inherently oscillatory nature, which emerges in certain models. In this paper,



in the context of a simple equilibrium model with a two-sector technology and a



representative agent, we provided conditions for the stochastic oscillations of



economic variables in terms of the oscillations of their conditional means and



distributions. These characterizations are consistent both with the possibilities of



cyclic sets or of convergence to invariant distributions.



In our equilibrium model, we showed that under appropriate and plausible



technological factor intensity assumptions, investment, employment and capital



will oscillate in the stochastic sense described above. Of particular interest are the



results showing that investment, employment, the wage rate and the price of



capital vary together procyclically, and that the fluctuations in investment are



likely to be more volatile than those of consumption. These results are consistent



with observations and cannot be obtained with simple one-sector models. Of



course, we must emphasize that these results are only suggestive, because al-



though already substantially richer in possibilities than a one-sector model, a



two-sector model remains an enormous simplification. Furthermore, assumptions



of free factor mobility are also quite unrealistic; relaxing these assumptions may



provide further useful insights.



Finally, qualitative results obtained in an abstract non-linear model can be



useful to account for observed observed asymmetries in the business cycle. As



Blatt (1980) and Neftci (1984) have pointed out, asymmetries can be reasonably



generated only with non-linear models. Nevertheless, the particular assumptions



on the forms of the non-linearities in preferences and technology needed to



generate these observed asymmetries should be the subject of further research.



New York University, U.S.A.



Kyoto University, Japan



15 That is, optimal paths starting in a neighborhood of the cycle converge to the cycle.
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APPENDIX



PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Consider problem P* above. Given Inada conditions



on! R, the maximizing choice of 1l must satisfy T3 (yo, ko, lo) = R'(l - la). Using



the implicit function theorem and the strict concavity of R, we can obtain a



differentiable function 1l = 1(yo, ko). Substituting this into the first two terms of



the right-hand side of P*, we obtain the expression T(yo, ko, l(yo, ko)) + R(l



- 1(yo, ko)). This expression will be concave provided T(y, k, 1) and R(l- 1) are



concave. If we define V(k, y) = T(y, k, l(y, k)) + R(l - l(y, k)), problem (P*) above



can be written as W(ko) = Maxyo V(ko, yo) + J3EW((yo + Ako)z), where 0 < yo 



A(ko). Since we assumed that T(y, k, 1) is strictly concave in y, the optimal choice



of Yo is unique given ko. We can then define the function G(k) = VI 2 (k, y(k))



- V22 (k, y(k)).



To proceed, we now prove the following crucial Lemma.



LEMMA 1. Let G(k) < 0 and 0 < y(k) < -(k)for all k in an interval (k, k). Then



k, = (y(ko) + 6ko)zo h(ko, zo) is decreasing in ko over (k, k).'6



PROOF OF LEMMA 1. We first prove that h(ko, z) is decreasing in a sufficiently



small neighborhood of ko where ko E (k, k). We will consider two initial con-



ditions, ko and k'o. Define a y(k') + 3(k' - ko)) b -y(ko) + 3(ko - k'). To pro-



ceed with the argument we first have to show that "a" is producible from ko and



"b" is producible from k' . Since y(ko) is a continuous function, y(ko) < y(ko)



implies that a = y(k') + 5(k' - ko) < -(ko) for k' sufficiently close to ko. This



means that "a" is producible from ko. Next we note that 0 < 6(k' - ko) < y(ko)



holds for k' sufficiently close to ko since y(k) > 0. Then 0 < b = y(ko) + 6(ko



- k0)  ko. We use



the fact that "a" is producible from ko and that "b" is producible from ko in



deriving the inequality below.



Since y(ko) is the optimal choice from ko and y(k'0) is the optimal choice from



k0, by the principle of optimality we have



(1) V(ko, y(ko)) + fEW((y(ko) + 6ko)zo) ? V(ko, a) + /EW((a + 6ko)zo)



and



(2) V(k'0 y(k'O)) + /EW((y(k'0) + 6k')zo) ? V(k' , b) + /EW((b + 6k')zo).



Adding (1) and (2), we get V(ko, y(ko)) + V(k', y(k')) ? V(ko, a) + V(k'o, b),



hence



(3) V(ko0 y(ko)) - V(ko, a) + V(k', y(k')) - V(k' , b) ? 0.



Let s = y + (5ko and U(ko, s) V(ko, s - bko), then, as can be ascertained by



16 If G(k) > 0 then h(k0, z0) is increasing in ko.
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simple integration, inequality (3) is transformed into the following:



L y(ko)+ko 8U(k s) d (k)+'5k) a U(k0, s) d



a+ ko as Jb + (Sk,, as



X(ko) + [ U(k'0, S) _U(ko S)1 ds ? 0



Jy(ko) + ko as as



We used a + 3ko = y(k'0) + Ak'0 and b + Ak'0 = y(ko) + 3ko to obtain the integral



in (4). Let k'0 be close enough to ko so that a2U(k, s)/8k8s = V12(k, y) - 6V22(k,



y) < 0 (where y = s - bk) holds on the rectangular region D = [ko, k'0] x [y(k')



y(ko)], as required by the hypothesis G(k) < 0 in Lemma 1. Note that any (k,



y) E D is feasible in the sense that y can be produced from k. This follows because



both y(ko) and y(k'0) are less than y(ko) and because ko is close to k'0.



Since 02U(k, y)/8k8y < 0, if k'0 > ko the integrand in (4) is negative. It follows



that if y(k'0) + Ak' > y(ko) + 3ko, the value of the integral of (4) must be negative.



This is a contradiction to (3). Hence y(k') + Ak'0 < y(ko) + bko if k'0 > ko. This



means that k_ h(ko, z) is locally non-increasing in ko. But the choice of ko was



arbitrary on [k, k] and, hence h(ko, z) is non-increasing on the whole interval



[k, k.



Next we prove that h(ko, z) is strictly decreasing on [k, k]. Suppose that



k'0 > ko and s = y(k'O) + Ak'0 = y(k) + 3ko. We note that since W(k) is concave, it



is differentiable almost everywhere on [k, k]. Therefore,



W'((y + 6k0)z)ic(z) dz = EW'((y + Ak)z)



exists for all y e (0, 5(ko)). It then follows that the optimal choice of y = y(ko)



must satisfy the first-order conditions



(5) V2 (ko, y(kO)) + J3EW'((y(k0) + 8ko)z) = 0



since y(ko) E (0, j-(kj)) by hypothesis. Using s, (5) may be stated as



(6) V2(ko, s - 6ko) + /3EW'[sz] = 0.



But V12 - 6 V22 0 O implies that V2(ko, s - 6ko) #= V2(k'0, s - 6k') for k'0 close



enough to koI So equation (6) cannot be satisfied for both ko and k' . Therefore



y(ko) + 6ko > y(k') + 6k'0 for k' greater than and sufficiently close to ko, which



implies that h(ko, z) < h(k' , z) for any given realization of z. This holds for all



koE [k, k) and hence for all k E [k, k]. Q.E.D.



Note that the proof of this lemma does not depend on the nature of the



stochastic process governing the shock zt nor does it require the shock to be



multiplicative. Note also that h(h(ko, zo), z1) is increasing in ko, so that with some



additional assumptions the methods of Razin and Yahav (1979) can be used to



prove convergence to stationary invariant distributions for odd and even iterates.



Of course, if there are cyclic sets as in Section 4, odd and even interates will not



converge to the same invariant distribution.
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We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. If G(ko) < 0, Theorem 1 im-



nediately follows from Lemma 1. To complete the proof we show that the



hypothesis G(k) < 0 corresponds to assumption (A2). From the definition above



we have V(k, y) = T(y, k, l(y, k)) + R(l - l(y, k)) and G(k) = Vl 2(k, y(k)) - 3 V22 (k,



y(k)). Calculating G(k) in terms of the derivatives of the function T and using the



condition T3 = R', we obtain



G(k) = V12 - (V22 = (T12 -T11)



+ (T32 - T301l + (12 - l1)(T13 + (T33 + R"')l1)



where 11 = 81(y, k)/8y and 12 = 81(y, k)/ak. Using T3 = R', we can obtain 12



-11 = (T - -3233). Substituting this into G(k), we obtain G(k) =



(T12 - 3T11) + (T332 - T31)(TA3/(-R"-T33)).



At this point, we exploit certain properties of the function T. When prices



equal cost, we have (1, p) = (w, r)A. Eliminating w, we have p(r) = a12/all + (a22



- a12 a21l/a, 1)r. Furthermore, using Shephard's Lemma we have (0, dp) = (dw,



dr)A, which yields dp/dr = a22-a12 a21/al b. Consider the following terms:



=1 =-ap/ay, TV12 = a-p/ak, T13 =-ap/ll, T22 ar/ak, T23 = ar/al and T33 =



aw/al. Using p = p(r), we obtain



-- P_ -8p Or Tp -aP



8y Or 8y Or 21 Or



Also,



TV -p -8 P p Or - P



ak O ar ak ar



Thus T1, = (8p/8r)2 T22. Thus, we obtain



ap ( p\



T12-3 T11 =-,-- T22 1 + - 22



ar ar



Similarly, we have



- p -ap ar -ap -ap



T, 3- - T T32



01 ar 01 ar ar



This yields (T32 - T31) = T32 (1 + bb). Substituting into the expression for G(k)



we obtain



G(k) = -b[1 + 3b][TV22 + T32/(-R" -T33)]



-b[1 + 5b][(-T22R" -(T22 T33 -T3)/(-R -T33)].



Since T(y, k, 1) is jointly strictly concave in (k, 1) (see footnote 6), (T22 T33



-T223) > 0 and the expression in square brackets will be negative. Thus G(k) < 0



if b(l + 3b) < 0, which requires that b e (-- 1, 0). Thus the requirement that
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G(k) < 0 is the same as assumption (A2).17 This completes the proof of Theorem



1. Q.E.D.



PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We will first prove part (i). Since (y(ko) + bko)Azo =



E(k, I ko) > ko, we have (from Lemma 1) that



(7) y((y(ko) + bko)izo) + 6((y(ko) + bko)izo) < y(ko) + bko.



This follows because Lemma 1 in the proof of Theorem 1 shows that y(k) + bk is



decreasing in k. (Note that the proof of Lemma 1 does not depend on the



stochastic process governing the shock z, and we use this fact in the proof of this



theorem.) We also have



E(k2 I k1) = [y((y(ko) + bko)(Azo) * (c1)) + (((y(ko) + bko)(Azo) * .1))]Az1



[y((y(ko) + tko)(AZo) (cl)) + 6((y(ko) + bko)(Azo) (c1))]((Azo) .(B)).



Therefore note that, since k1 = (y(ko) + bko)((zo) . (c1), E(k2 I k1) < k1 if and only if



(8) [y((y(ko) + bko)((zo) . (81)) + (((y(ko) + bko)(Azo) (c1))]Z < y(ko) + bko.



For s, = 1, the left side of (8) corresponds to the left side of (7) multiplied by A.



Thus, since 0 < A < 1 ? = 1 implies that inequality (3) holds. Since y(k) + bk is



decreasing in k, either there will be an c1 E [e, 1) such that



4[y((y(ko) + bko)(1zo)(81)) + 6(y(ko) + bko)(Azo) (81)] = y(ko) + bko,



or for all e e [&, 1) the left side of (8) is less than the right side of (8) and



E(k2 I kl) < k,. The probability of E, E [cl, g is 1 - r(81) > 1/2 by condition (S),



since El < 1. To prove part (ii), we simply note that inequality (1) will be reversed,



and to restore equality as in (8) we choose E. in E. E (1, 4). As in the proof of (i), if



this cannot be done we set Bu = E. Thus for all ? E (?, EJ) we have E(k2 I kl) > kl,



and since E > 1, the result follows under condition (S). Q.E.D.



PROOF OF THEOREM 4. By hypothesis there exists k and k such that g(k)z=



k < k and



(9) g(g(k)z)z = k.



Since the deterministic period-two cycle is stable,



d[g(g(k)^)^]



dk 



so that we can apply the implicit function theorem to (9) and obtain the locally



differentiable function k-k(z1, Z2) defined on a neighborhood N of (^, z) that



17 In a one-sector model, e.g., in Brock and Mirman (1972), relative capital intensities cannot be an



issue and G(k) is always positive, even if one allows for an endogenous labor supply. Thus Remark 2



above applies.
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satisfies g(g(k)z1)z2 = k. Since g'(k) < 0 as shown in the proof of Lemma 1, we



have



(10) kI = ak(z , Z2)/aZI < 0 and k2 = ak(z,, Z2)/aZ2 > 0



evaluated at (z, 4). We can assume that (10) and g'(k) < 0 holds on a neighbor-



hood N. Without loss of generality, choose (z, z) in N. Then kB = k(z, z) satisfies



B)Z)-= kB. Define kA = g(kB)z; then it satisfies g(&A)z = kB and g(g(kA)zAA9



kA. Similarly, kB = k(z, z) and kA = g(&B)f satisfies g(g(9B))ZA = kB and



g(g(kA)z)z = kA. Since k1 < 0 and k2 > 0 on N, z > z implies that kB > kB. Also,



g'(k) < 0 and z- > z implies kA> kA* Since k(z1, Z2) iS continuous, we can choose a



neighborhood N of (z^, z) small enough so that (&B, kB) and (&A, kA) are sufficiently



close to (k, k) and (k, k), and they are disjoint. Then k > k implies kB > kA. We



have so far shown that g(k-)f = kB, g(ks)z-kB and g(kB)z = kA, g(kB)Z =



where kA < kA < kB < kB and z < z. Then z < z and g'(k) < 0 implies that for



z E [z, 5], g(k)z E [kB& kB] for k e [kBA kA] and g(k)z e [kA, kA] for k E [iB, kBi



Furthermore, since the deterministic cycle is locally stable, that is, IdEg(g(k)i),



^]/dk < 1, then for the stochastic twice-iterated map g((g(k), zl), Z2) with z1, Z2



confined to a small neighborhood of ^, the sets (&A' kA) and (NB' kB) will also be



locally attracting, in the sense that (kA, kA) and (kB, kB) will be absorbing sets,



attracting trajectories that start sufficiently close to them, irrespective of the



realizations of the shocks z. This follows because g(g(k)z1)z2 is monotonic increas-



ing in k and has slope less than unity over (&A, kA) and (NB, kB) for z1 and Z2



sufficiently close to z. Therefore, if (z, z-) is a sufficiently small interval containing



z, each second iterate of g will be approaching one of the absorbing sets, provided



the trajectory starts sufficiently close to an absorbing set. Q.E.D.
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